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Energised Platelet Rich Plasma
Carol Everett, in association with Dr Enrique Garcia in 

Spain,  Dr Deperdu in Monaco with trials.

Treatment with Carol , Dr Garcia & Nurse.  
Price  sheet enclosed, with inclusive special deals for Spain   

per extended comprehensive area. 

Patient 3. Breasts 
after treatment

Patient 2. Arms  
after treatment

Patient 1. Eye  
after treatment

Area 1. Face and neck combined, Includes Eyes, Mouth, Neck and 
facial contours all or one of these areas at one time
Area 2. Breasts, Chest area, Arms, Legs, Stomach.
all include follow up healing on the prp

Your lifestyle. - Will help or take away from any treatment you 
have. Carol’s Energy healing works to uplift the Mind, Body and 
Soul. The web page tells you much more to help you with this. There 
are photos and audio testimonials for you to see and hear. 
How many do I need. - Everyone is different, you will be as-
sessed individually,  just e-mail Carols secretary with photograph of 
yourself.
How can I keep the effects of this treatment up. - Once 
you have EPRP, maybe  aftrer 1 or 2 sessions on the areas you want 
working on you can changee to have remote healing or follow up 
individual healing here in Spain without the PRP.  
EPRP can also be done at a distance With a suitable doc-
tor. Healing and energising has been done remotely from Spain. 
Proving that plasma changed and responded in two tests under lab 
conditions, 1st. Spain to Monaco  and 2nd Spain to S.Africa. Carol 
remaining at her location in Spain.  
CHANGES from ENERGISING. Clients coming in from Mo-
naco have also had treatments in Spain. With follow-up EPRP with 
Dr Deperdu in Monaco, I remained in Spain. each time blood was 
checked by the blood bank,  and clients happy with the results. Doc-
tors log effects equal to if present, much improved on standard PRP. 
Initially  EPRP has to be done with Carol and Doctor  present.
Later available in London and USA. Carol  member ICM, registered 
BRCP. Tested @ Tokyo Denki university in 1994. Doctors working 
with Carol also have additional aesthetic treatment qualifications.  
                        Download a more informative brochure at.
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